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Setting it all off with a mini-blizzard and finishing it off with a mega-rain, spring break comes to a close this week with a wonderful baby step into the Mammoth Month of March. Two months and counting down-- how many DotA games can they get in during that time? The world holds its breath...

In Brief:
✤ Give-Brett-A-Rodent Day is fast approaching. Have your FavoriteFerret (FF) at the ready.
✤ Join Masey this week as he chronicles his application to be a Diabetes Educator.
✤ There will be a town hall meeting this week to discuss Jon’s rampant noise levels.
✤ Dilanese City has used music to quell the savage beast. Yea, it be true: the Fiebs <3 music. Christosaurodon Sophomorphocus -- CONQUERED by DYLE
✤ www.KennysPiratedSoftware.com has released the new All-Terrain-Assault-Cow mod for CounterStrike. Experts certify that this cow is headshot-proof.
✤ This week marks a Gromer’s week off, as local Gromers report that they are busy taking Bessie out to graze.
✤ Taking a page out of the Paulus Book o’ Llamas, Busch Industries plans to revolutionize the information age with Epic Llama Transportation infrastructure.

Gibbs Administration Deploys Syntax Cop
In response to the rampant Gromer/Dilanese/PokeBrett/Dino/ ... oh let’s just call it a mess, the Gibbs administration has deployed its most powerful weapon, the Syntax Cop. With agent Bauer lost somewhere in China, there arises a new figure to lead the troops toward woodchuck glory-- the Syntax Cop. Armed with powerful auto-compiler beam cannons and a badge worth its weight in mammoth wool, the Syntax Cop rises up without any qualms, and without any clones. Impossible as it may seem, the Syntax Cop has been heavily trained in water-buffalo combat, and is impervious to llama spatters. Fast Deployment has commenced, in order to enforce the Clean-Moose-Act of ’09.

Hainen Fashion Critique™ on Smack Down Mode
Spring break has brought on the new fashion trends of summer, and with the new fashion trends come new smack-downs from Hainen Fashion Critique. It is only the clever shoppers such as T who know the wisdom of Lord Hainen’s advice, but nevertheless there are still the losers who insist on buying cheap brands such as the TotallyPaulus™ line of clothing. Or worse still is the RedHeggie line, which has long sought the dollars of communist sympathizers--its endeavors are now famous for their epic marketing failures in ChinaTowns across the land. RedHeggie Inc. has since confined its operations to www.KennysPiratedClothing.com. No, the typical Class T buyer knows what is junk and what is 100% wool. Only brands such as DinoltUpFashion and FakeClothing make the cut.

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature. May ye cave stay warm and dry!
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